
The Misbourne Curriculum Statement 
Our Vision is simple: ‘To develop world-class students who have the belief in themselves that anything is possible, and who go on to lead happy and successful lives’. Our 
Academy curriculum has been designed with this vision in mind, paying close attention to the children and families whom we serve. Our central aim is to meet our 
students’ needs and aspirations, allowing them to flourish socially and academically, during and beyond their time at The Misbourne. We see the curriculum as the broad 
mix of all the experiences gained by our students, including lessons, pastoral time, assembly, personal development, trips and visits and other co-curricular experiences.  
We all follow the ‘Misbourne Way’ - Respectful, Responsible and Ready - as our guiding principles 
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Key Stage 3 Intent: 

• Focus on the developing knowledge and skills 

• Instilling our core values of ‘The Misbourne Way’  

• Broad academic experience and wide range of subjects and experiences– preparing students for GCSEs, vocational qualifications and lifelong learning 

• Stretch and challenge for all  

• Preparing students for their next steps and their future careers through education advice  

• High importance given to our personal development curriculum (‘Learning for Life’) 

• Cultural capital through a broad enrichment and extra-curricular offer 

• Literacy interventions 

• Opportunities to develop leadership skills  

• Targeted support for students (academic mentoring/one-to-one support) 

• See subject specific curriculum maps 
Key Stage 4 Intent: 

• Wide range of academic opportunities (four options)   

• Continued focus on importance of the core subjects 

• Strong support for the ‘creative curriculum’ including Food, Technology and the Arts  

• High importance given to our personal development curriculum (‘Learning for Life’) to ensure British Values, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) and 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) are embedded and understood 

• Stretch and challenge for all  

• Enrichment through broad extra-curricular offer and Enrichment Days to support development of cultural capital  

• Preparing students for their next steps - careers and education advice  

• Targeted support for students (academic mentoring/one-to-one support) 

• See subject specific curriculum maps 

Key Stage 5 Intent: 

• Wide range of academic, creative and vocational qualifications to enable students to pursue their interests and achieve their future aspirations  

• Programmes of study/pathways which meet the needs of students across the ability spectrum and enable all to thrive  

• Stretch and challenge for the more able (EPQ and Oxbridge activities)  

• Targeted support for disadvantaged students (16-19 Bursary, academic mentoring/one-to-one support)  

• Opportunities which enable students to make informed decisions about their futures, be those at university, on a degree/higher apprenticeship, through the 
National Citizenship Service or through employment (assemblies and university visits, external speakers and one-to-one support)  

• Linear approach to A levels, allowing flexibility and additional time, to tailor the curriculum to students’ needs  

• Opportunities to develop leadership skills (student leadership awards) 

• Resit GCSE English and Maths if needed 

• See subject specific curriculum maps 


